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Relative probabilities compare the likelihoods of any pair of events, even those with probability zero. Definitions of weak and strong independence of random variables on finite relative probability spaces are introduced. The former is defined directly, while the latter is defined in terms of approximations by ordinary probabilites. Our main result is a characterization of strong independence in terms of weak independence and exchangeability. This result is applied to game theory to obtain a natural interpretation of consistent assessment, an essential yet controversial ingredient in the definition of sequential equilibrium. Journal of Economic Literature Classification Numbers: C60, C72.  1997 Academic Press



1. INTRODUCTION This paper is motivated by a problem in noncooperative game theory. However, the solution we propose amounts to a proposition in the theory of relative probability. In order to make the paper accessible to readers who are only interested in the probabilistic aspect, we shall separate the exposition of the two issues. * We thank Dilip Abreu, Adam Brandenburger, David Kreps, Ariel Rubenstein, Larry Samuelson, and especially John Pratt and two referees for their comments. Philip Reny thanks the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada as well as the Faculty of Arts and Sciences at the University of Pittsburgh for financial support. Elon Kohlberg acknowledges support from the National Science Foundation (grant *SES-8922610). Earlier versions of this paper were titled ``On the Rationale for Perfect Equilibrium'' (Harvard Business School working paper 92-011), and ``An Interpretation of Consistent Assessments'' (Department of Economics, University of Pittsburgh, mimeo, 1992).
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Relative probabilities are the natural extension of ordinary probabilities to situations in which it is necessary to specify relative likelihoods for all pairs of subsets, even those having prior probability zero. Relative probabilities are not new. They have been studied by deFinetti [13, 15], Csaszar [12], Renyi [27], Lindley [21], Myerson [23], McLennan [22], Blume, Brandenburger and Dekel [10], Battigalli [5, 6], and Hammond [17]. 1 Our interest is in defining the notion of independence on a finite relative probability space. Two notions of independence are introduced in Section 2. Weak independence is defined directly in terms of the given relative probability space, and expresses the idea that the distribution of one random variable is unaffected by observation of another. Strong independence is defined indirectly through approximations of the relative probability space. Reflected here is the idea that two random variables should be considered independent on a relative probability space if there is a sequence of ordinary probability spaces approximating it on which the random variables are independent in the usual sense. As the names suggest, the latter definition is stronger than the former. Section 2 contains two characterizations of strong independence. The first is in terms of a restriction on the product of relative probabilities of certain finite sequences of pairs of events called cycles, while the second is in terms of weak independence and exchangeability. The game theoretic problem motivating our interest in relative probabilities is this: How is one to justify the restrictions on players' beliefs inherent in the definitions of perfect equilibrium and of sequential equilibrium? These restrictions, implicitly introduced by Selten [30] and explicitly formalized by Kreps and Wilson [19], depend on a seemingly ad-hoc procedure. In Section 3 we discuss the game-theoretic problem. We begin by introducing as our primitive object the assessment of an outside observer. The observer's assessment is represented by a relative probability on the players' choices, so that it specifies relative probabilities among all n-tuples of strategic choices, even those whose assessed probabilities are zero. Section 3.4 contains our main game-theoretic result, namely a characterization of KrepsWilson consistency in terms of weak independence and exchangeability of the observer's assessment over replicas of the game. In Section 3.5, these conditions are interpreted. On the basis of this interpretation, we conclude that if the observer's assessment of the players' choices reflects ``infinite experience'' (like that obtained after tossing a coin infinitely often), then it must induce on the game tree a consistent assessment in the sense of Kreps and Wilson [19]. 1 Different authors have formalized this same idea somewhat differently. Thus, the terms complete conditional probability system, log likelihood ratio, and relative probability, while formally distinct are equivalent. See Hammond [17].
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Section 4 contains a result on the existence of approximate solutions to linear systems of equations in which the right-hand sides may take on infinite values. This result is central to our characterization proofs. Subsidiary lemmas and proofs are collected in Section 5. Section 6 is peripheral to our main concern. It shows that the results of Section 4 can be used to describe the set of consistent assessments for any given game by means of a finite system of polynomial equalities.



2. INDEPENDENCE ON RELATIVE PROBABILITY SPACES 2.1. Independence and Ordinary Probabilities A central idea in probability theory is that of independence. For a finite probability space ( p, 0), the random variables x, y, ..., z are said to be independent if for each one of the random variables, say x, each value x it assumes, and all values ( y, ..., z) and ( y$, ..., z$) of the other random variables having positive probability, p([x] | [ y, ..., z])= p([x] | [ y$, ..., z$]),



(2.1)



where [x] denotes [| # 0 | x(|)=x], [ y, ..., z] denotes [| # 0 | y(|)= y, ..., z(|)=z], etc. (This abbreviation will be used throughout the paper). Alternatively, x, y, ..., z are independent if their joint distribution is a product, i.e., for any values x, y, ..., z assumed by them p[x, y, ..., z]= p[x] p[ y] } } } p[z].



(2.2)



Of course, the two definitions are equivalent. 2 In game theory the need arises to consider probabilities conditional on events having prior probability zero: Even if one assesses the probability of a particular move as zero, one must justify that assessment by considering what would have happened if that move were taken. For this purpose, conditional probability systems have been introduced (Myerson [23]). In what follows, it is more convenient to consider instead the equivalent notion of relative probabilities. 2.2. Relative Probabilities: Definition Definition 2.1. ( \, 0) is a (finite) relative probability space, if for every subset A and all nonempty subsets B, C of the finite set 0, (i) \(A, B) # [0, ], (ii) \(A, A)=1, (iii) \(A, C)+\(B, C)=\(A _ B, C) if A & B=


Lemma 2.5 provides one way to see this.
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the right-hand side is well defined (i.e., is not 0 times infinity). Call \ a relative probability on 0. Thus, relative probabilities extend the notion of probability by specifying not only the weight of each subset relative to the whole state space, but also the weight of each subset relative to any other subset. The definition immediately implies the following: If all the points of 0 are of the same ``order of magnitude'' (i.e., \(|, |$) is finite for any |, |$) then relative probabilities are simply ratios p(|)p(|$) of a positive probability, p, on 0. More generally, any relative probability can be described by means of a partition according to decreasing orders of magnitude, along with a positive probability within each order of magnitude. For example, the partition [[| 1 , | 2 ], [| 3 ], [| 4 , | 5 , | 6 ]] with the associated probability vectors (13, 23), (1), and (12, 14, 14), describes the following relative probabilities: \(| 1 , | 2 )=12,



\(| 1 , | 3 )=\(| 1 , | 4 )=



\(| 3 , | 4 )=,



\(| 4 , | 5 )=2,



\(| 5 , | 6 )=1,



etc.



A more compact notation is obtained by using ``infinitesimals'' to indicate the orders of magnitude. For example, the relative probabilities above can be described by the vector (13, 23, = 1, 12= 2, 14= 2, 14= 2 ), where = 2 is understood to be infinitesimal relative to = 1, which in turn is infinitesimal relative to 1. This notational convention for ordering infinitesimals will be followed throughout. Remark 1. Like an ordinary probability on a finite state space, which is determined by the probabilities of the points themselves, a relative probability is determined by the relative probabilities between pairs of points. 2.3. Independence and Relative Probabilities Fix a relative probability space (\, 0), and let x, y, ..., z be random variables whose finite ranges are X, Y, ..., Z respectively. The analogue of (2.1) is: Definition 2.2. The random variables x, y, ..., z are weakly independent if their joint range is the product of their individual ranges, and for all
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values (x, y, ..., z) and (x$, y$, ..., z$) in their joint range, and for each one of the random variables, say x, \([x, y, ..., z], [x$, y, ..., z])=\([x, y$, ..., z$], [x$, y$, ..., z$]). Remark 2. Note the extra condition that the joint range of the random variables be the product of their individual ranges. This condition is not needed for ordinary probabilities since for ordinary probabilities only the carrier of the state space is relevant, and when independent random variables are restricted to the carrier, the range condition is satisfied. On the other hand, for relative probabilities the entire space (including states with probability zero) is relevant. In the example below, the random variables x and y satisfy the condition on \ displayed in the definition of weak independence but not the range condition. Example 2.3. Let 0=[| 1 , | 2 , | 3 ] and \(| 1 , | 2 )=, \(| 2 , | 3 )=1, and consider the random variables x and y such that x(| 1 )=x(| 3 )=x, x(| 2 )=x$, y(| 1 )=y(| 2 )= y, and y(| 3 )= y$. By construction, the range of the vector (x, y) is not the product of the individual ranges. 3 The following consequence of weak independence will be of use. The proof can be found in Section 5. Lemma 2.4. Let the random variables x, y, ..., z be weakly independent, and choose any one of them, say x. Then for all values x, x$ assumed by x, and all values y, ..., z assumed by y, ..., z respectively, \([x, y, ..., z], [x$, y, ..., z])=\([x], [x$]). Now, the analogue of (2.2) would appear to be the following: \([x, y, ..., z], [x$, y$, ..., z$]) =\([x], [x$]) \([ y], [ y$]) } } } \([z], [z$]).



(2.3)



But there is a difficulty. The right-hand side may involve both  and 0, and so could be undefined. If we restrict the requirement (2.3) to only those cases in which the righthand side is well defined, we obtain once again the definition of weak independence. 3 Note that observation of x might provide information about y (and vice versa). Yet, without the range condition, x and y would have been considered weakly independent.
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Lemma 2.5. The random variables x, y, ..., z are weakly independent if and only if their joint range is the product of their individual ranges, and for all values (x, y, ..., z) and (x$, y$, ..., z$) in their joint range, \([x, y, ..., z], [x$, y$, ..., z$])=\([x], [x$]) \([ y], [ y$]) } } } \([z], [z$]), or the right-hand side is undefined (i.e., both 0 and  appear as multiplicands). Proof. Clearly, weak independence follows from the condition, since together with (ii) of Definition 2.1 we have \([x, y, ..., z], [x$, y, ..., z])=\([x], [x$]) \([ y], [ y]) } } } \([z], [z]) =\([x], [x$]), with the right-hand side well-defined. Thus, the left-hand side is the same for all y, ..., z. So, suppose the random variables are weakly independent and let W=X_Y_ } } } _Z. Owing to (iv) of Definition 2.1, for any n+1 values w 0, ..., w n in W assumed by (x, y, ..., z), either n



\([w 0 ], [w n ])= ` \([w i&1 ], [w i ]), i=1



or the right-hand side is undefined. The result follows by setting w 0 =(x, y, ..., z) w 1 =(x$, y, ..., z) w 2 =(x$, y$, ..., z) b w n =(x$, y$, ..., z$) and noting that, by Lemma 2.4, \([w 0 ], [w 1 ])=\([x], [x$]), \([w 1 ], [w 2 ])=\([ y], [ y$]), .... K In some sense, we'd like to define strong independence as the requirement that (2.3) always hold. Of course, this cannot be done directly, so we take an indirect route. Definition 2.6. Fix a relative probability space ( \, 0). The sequence [ p n ] of positive (ordinary) probability measures on 0 is said to approximate \ if \(A, B)=lim n   p n(A)p n(B) for all A, B0.
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Remark 3. As Myerson [23] has noted, every relative probability can be approximated as above. 4 Definition 2.7. The random variables x, y, ..., z are strongly independent with respect to ( \, 0) if there is an approximation, [ p n ], of \ such that x, y, ..., z are independent ordinary random variables with respect to ( p n , 0) for every n. Remark 4. The joint range condition appearing in the definition of weak independence is unnecessary here, because it is a consequence of the above definition of strong independence. Indeed, for independent random variables on a positive (ordinary) probability space the range condition is satisfied on the entire space (since it coincides with the carrier), and this is preserved in going to the limit. The lemma below shows that the same definition of strong independence can be obtained by approximating the distribution of the random variables rather than approximating \. Lemma 2.8. The random variables x, y, ..., z are strongly independent with respect to ( \, 0) if and only if their joint range is the product of their individual ranges X, Y, ..., Z and there is a sequence [q n ] of positive product probabilities on X_Y_ } } } _Z such that for all values (x, y, ..., z) and (x$, y$, ..., z$) \([x, y, ..., z], [x$, y$, ..., z$])= lim q n(x, y, ..., z)q n(x$, y$, ..., z$). n



The proof is given in Section 5. 5,



6



4 For example, simply partition 0 into sets 0 i i=0, 1, ..., k of decreasing orders of magnitude according to \. Thus, \(|, |$)=0 if and only if | # 0 i , |$ # 0 j and i> j. Let & i denote the positive probability on 0 i determined by \, so that & i (|)& i (|$)=\(|, |$) for |, |$ # 0 i , and extend & i to 0 by assigning probability zero to all points outside 0 i . Choose a sequence of strict convex combinations of the &i 's so that in the limit, the relative weight placed on & i versus & j is zero if and only i> j. (For example, let the weight on & i be =i(1+=+ } } } += k ) and send =>0 to zero). The resulting sequence approximates \. Thus, the approximation can in fact always be chosen so that within each order of magnitude it is exact. 5 Although it is customary to define independence for events first and then for random variables, we have found it more convenient to begin with the latter. The definitions of weak and strong independence of random variables yield definitions of independence for collections C1 , ..., Cm of fields of events in the natural way: The collections are weakly (strongly) independent if whenever, for every i, x i is measurable with respect to Ci , the x i 's are weakly (strongly) independent. 6 Batigalli [5, 6] and Hammond [17] discuss independence on conditional probability spaces under the restriction that the space has a product structure. In this special case, their common definition of independence between collections of product sets is equivalent to weak independence of the random variables corresponding to the projection mappings on the coordinate spaces of the product.
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Figure 1



Remark 5. To see the need for explicitly stating the condition that the range of w=(x, y, ..., z) be the product of the ranges of x, y, ..., z, consider again the example following Remark 2. For every n, the positive probability q n defined by the matrix



x



y



y$



1



1n



x$ 1n 1n 2



is a product on [x, x$]_[ y, y$], and [q n ] satisfies the condition in the lemma. Yet x and y are not even weakly independent. Consequently, the approximation condition does not imply that the joint range of the random variables is a product, which itself is a necessary condition for strong independence. Obviously, strong independence implies weak independence. 7 To see that it implies more, consider the following example. Let \ be the relative probability defined by the matrix in Fig. 1, and let x and y denote the row and column, respectively. Clearly, x and y are weakly independent. Indeed, all we must check is that, within each column, the top entry is infinite relative to the middle entry, which in turn is infinite relative to the bottom entry, and similarly that within each row, the left entry is infinite relative to the middle entry, which in turn is infinite relative to the right entry. However, x and y are not strongly independent. To see this, observe that for any positive product probability q on the matrix, q(x, y$) q(x$, y") q(x", y) q(x) q( y$) q(x$) q( y") q(x") q( y) = =1. q(x$, y) q(x", y$) q(x, y") q(x$) q( y) q(x") q( y$) q(x) q( y") 7 Each of the p n in the sequence, [ pn ], approximating \, satisfies the condition of Lemma 2.5. Thus, \ satisfies the condition as well.
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Going to the limit with positive probabilities we see that if x and y were strongly independent, then the expression \((x, y$), (x$, y)) } \((x$, y"), (x", y$)) } \((x", y), (x, y")) if well defined, would equal 1. But according to the above matrix, the expression is equal to 2 } 2 } 2=8. 8 Definition 2.2 has a natural interpretation. It simply means that the assessment of any one variable is unaffected by observing the outcome of the other variables. The interpretation of Definition 2.7 is much less clear. In the next two sections we provide alternative characterizations of strongly independent random variables, the second of which admits a natural interpretation. 2.4. A Characterization of Strong Independence Definition 2.9. Let W=X_Y_ } } } _Z. A number of pairs of points in W, say (u, u$), (v, v$), ..., (w, w$), will be called a cycle, if for each coordinate i, the vector (u i , v i , ..., w i ) is a permutation of the vector (u$i , v$i , ..., w$i ). Theorem 2.10. For x, y, ..., z to be strongly independent on (\, 0), the following condition is necessary and sufficient: For any cycle (u, u$), (v, v$), ..., (w, w$), \([u], [u$]) \([v], [v$]) } } } \([w], [w$])=1, whenever the left-hand side is well defined. The proof is given in Section 5. 9 2.5. The Main Result Recall that T ordinary random variables x 1 , x 2 , ..., x T defined on a finite probability space ( p, 0) are exchangeable if for any values x t , x$t assumed by x t , t=1, 2, ..., T respectively, p[x 1 , ..., x T ]= p[x$1 , ..., x$T ] whenever the vector of values (x$1 , ..., x$T ) is a permutation of (x 1 , ..., x T ). Extending this to both vectors of random variables and relative probability spaces, the analogous definition is: 8



A similar example appears in Blume, Brandenburger and Dekel [10]. It can be shown that the number of pairs of points comprising the cycle can be chosen to be bounded. See footnote 31. We have not obtained an explicit bound, however. 9
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Definition 2.11. For each t=1, 2, ...T let x t , y t , ..., z t be n random variables on the relative probability space ( \, 0). The collection of random vectors [(x t , y t , ..., z t )] Tt=1 is coordinate-wise exchangeable if for all values (x t , y t , ...z t ), (x$t , y$t , ..., z$t ) assumed by (x t , y t , ..., z t ), t=1, 2, ..., T respectively, and for each one of the n coordinates, say the first, \([(x 1 , y 1 ,..., z 1 ),..., (x T , y T ,..., z T )], [(x$1 , y 1 ,..., z 1 ),..., (x$T , y T ,..., z T )])=1 whenever (x$1 , ..., x$T ) is a permutation of (x 1 , ..., x T ). In the case of ordinary probability it is customary to define the distribution of a random variable x on ( p, 0) as a function that assigns to each value x assumed by x the number p[x]. The analogue for relative probability is the following. Definition 2.12. The distribution $ of a random variable x on a relative probability space ( \, 0) is, for any values x, x$ assumed by x, given by $(x, x$)#\([x], [x$]). Note that the definitions of weak independence, strong independence and exchangeability depend only on the (joint) distribution of the given random variables. We are now prepared to state our main result. Theorem 2.13. The random variables x, y, ..., z on ( \, 0) are strongly independent if and only if for every T there exist random variables w t #(x t , y t , ..., z t ), t=1, 2, ...T, defined on some common relative probability space, such that for every t the distribution of w t is the same as that of (x, y, ..., z); the collection of random vectors [(x t , y t , ..., z t )] Tt=1 is coordinate-wise exchangeable; and the random variables w 1 , w 2 , ..., w T are weakly independent. Remark 6. For an interpretation of Theorem 2.13 in the context of game theory, see Sections 3.4 and 3.5. One way to think about the theorem is to consider the case of ordinary probabilities. Given random variables x, y, ..., z, one can always construct an i.i.d. sequence of random vectors w t #(x t , y t , ..., z t ), t=1, 2, ..., all having the same distribution as (x, y, ..., z). The claim that x, y, ..., z are independent would then be the same as requiring coordinate-wise exchangeability of the vectors (x 1 , y 1 , ..., z 1 ), ..., (x T , ..., y T , ..., z T ). Remark 7. Unlike the case of ordinary random variables, even when x and y are strongly independent, their joint distribution is not uniquely determined by their respective marginal distributions. For example, the two
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Figure 2



relative probabilities on the entries of a two-by-two matrix given in panels (a) and (b) in Fig. 2 are distinct, yet their marginals on the rows coincide as do their marginals on the columns. Consequently, there may be many choices for the collection of w t 's appearing in the theorem which satisfy all of the conditions save exchangeability. It is enough that one of them satisfy all the conditions, including exchangeability. Proof of Theorem 2.13. Assume x, y, ..., z are strongly independent, and let p n be as in Definition 2.7. As noted after the statement of the theorem, for each n and T, there is an i.i.d. coordinate-wise exchangeable sequence, say [w tn =(x tn , y tn , ..., z tn )] Tt=1 , each of whose members has the same distribution as w=(x, y, ..., z) under p n . Furthermore, because 0 is finite, all these sequences may be defined on the same finite sample space. Going to the limit as n   yields the required sequence [w t ] Tt=1 . Let $ denote the distribution of w=(x, y, ..., z) on W=X_Y_ } } } _Z. To see that the conditions imply that x, y, ..., z are strongly independent, apply Theorem 2.10: we must show that, for any cycle (u, u$), (v, v$), ..., (w, w$), consisting of T pairs say, the expression $(u, u$) $(v, v$) } } } $(w, w$),



(2.4)



if well defined, must equal 1. Now, let w t =(x t , y t , ..., z t ), t=1, 2, ..., T, be as in the hypotheses of the theorem, and let $ T be the (joint) distribution of w 1 , w 2 , ..., w T on W T. If $ Tt denotes the marginal distribution of w t on W, then because the w t 's are weakly independent we may apply Lemma 2.5 to conclude that $ T ((u, v, ..., w), (u$, v$, ..., w$))=$ T1 (u, u$) $ T2 (v, v$) } } } $ TT (w, w$), if the right-hand side is well defined. 10 10 Given a relative probability \ on a product space X_Y_ } } } _Z, the marginal of \ on X, say, is denoted by \ X and is defined by \ X (A, B)=\(A_Y_ } } } _Z, B_Y_ } } } _Z) for all A, BX.
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However, by assumption $ Tt =$ for every t. Consequently, if the product in (2.4) is well defined, it is equal to $ T ((u, v, ..., w), (u$, v$, ..., w$)). Since (u, u$), (v, v$), ..., (w, w$) is a cycle, (u, v, ..., w) can be obtained from (u$, v$, ..., w$) in T steps, each consisting of a permutation of the T coordinates belonging to one of the sets X, Y, ..., Z. By coordinate-wise exchangeability, therefore, $ T ((u, v, ..., w), (u$, v$, ..., w$))=1, completing the proof. K



3. THE GAME-THEORETIC PROBLEM 3.1. Consistent Beliefs The interest in refining the Nash equilibrium concept stems from the following observation, due to Selten [29]: the Nash condition does not rule out non-optimal choices at nodes of the tree which lie ``off the equilibrium path'' (i.e., to which the equilibrium itself assigns probability zero). Consequently, the equilibrium can display nonsensical 11 choices even along the equilibrium path. The classical example of a nonsensical Nash equilibrium is given in Fig. 3. In all figures, an arrow indicates a move chosen with probability one. Selten [30] proposed to correct this deficiency as follows. Imagine that whenever a player chose a move, there was a positive probability that ``his hand might tremble'' so that he'd end up choosing the move not according to his intention but rather according to some exogenously given positive distribution over all his alternatives. If that were the case, then one would not have to worry about nonsensical Nash equilibria, because there would simply be no nodes lying off the equilibrium path. Letting now the probabilities of the trembles go to zero, restrict attention only to those equilibria of the original game which were limits of equilibria in the perturbed games. As limits of sensible equilibria they would be sensible themselves, and so Selten termed them ``perfect.'' While the perfect equilibrium concept has proved immensely useful in applications, from the theoretical point of view there remained a 11 There are many alternative interpretations of Nash equilibrium, and in some of theme.g. evolutionary equilibriumthe adjective ``nonsensical'' would be inappropriate. However, our interest here is exclusively with the classical context of a game between rational players.
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Figure 3



fundamental difficulty: why does this notion, whose intention is to capture the ``look ahead'' capability of rational players, have to be based on a notion of irrational ``trembles?'' 12 Kreps and Wilson [19] made the first step toward a resolution of this difficulty: they observed that the import of ``perfect equilibrium'' could be separated into two parts: v Sequential rationality: payoff-maximization is required at all information sets, not only those along the equilibrium path; and v (Trembling-hand) consistency: the ``beliefs'' (conditional probabilities) at information sets lying off the equilibrium path, while formally indeterminate, nevertheless are restricted as follows: they must be limits of conditional probabilities induced on the information sets by imposing small trembles on the players' choices of moves (and letting the size of the trembles go to zero). Specifically, Kreps and Wilson [19] showed that if one required sequential rationality and (trembling-hand) consistency, then the concept so defined which they named ``sequential equilibrium''was essentially identical to perfect equilibrium (see also Blume and Zame [11]). Now, ``sequential rationality'' is an old idea dating back to Zermelo [31] and Kuhn [20]; in fact Selten [29] had already noticed that its imposition was sufficient for the definition of ``perfect equilibrium'' in games of perfect information, e.g., Fig. 3. The new idea in Kreps and Wilson [19] was the explicit focus on the beliefs at information sets lying off the equilibrium 12 Commenting on ``perfect equilibrium'' and its refinements, Aumann [3] has written: `` } ... to arrive at a strong form of rationality (one must assume that) irrationality cannot be ruled out, that the players ascribe irrationality to each other with small probability. True rationality requires `noise'; it cannot grow in sterile ground, it cannot feed on itself only.''
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path, and the observation that the essence of the ``trembling-hand'' approach lay in the implied restrictions on those beliefs. In the present work we do not comment on sequential rationality. 13 Our concern lies entirely with interpreting the notion of consistency without reference to any irrationalities. Kreps and Wilson [19] believed that they had made some strides in this direction. However, it later turned out that their basic argument was false (see Kreps and Ramey [18]). Indeed, the extent of the difficulties led Kreps and Ramey to comment as follows: `` } } } the examples raise new doubts concerning consistency and sequential rationality: consistency seems to fall even further short of being the ideal restriction on beliefs.'' In this paper, we show that the above-mentioned concerns are ill founded. Indeed, consistency is the natural restriction on beliefs. However, to demonstrate this, we take a different approach than the one taken by the above authors. Specifically, we think of the beliefs as being part of the assessment of the game by an outside observer. Our main game-theoretic result can then be roughly described as follows: if an assessment of the players' choices and of their beliefs reflects infinite experience, then it must be consistent. By an assessment that reflects infinite experience we mean one that would be unaffected by observations of what actually transpired in an identical situationfor example, the kind of assessment one would have about a coin's parameter after tossing it infinitely often. 3.2. Definitions and Examples Consider an extensive game with perfect recall (``game tree''). Let ? be a vector of behavioral strategies (distributions on the players' moves at any of their information sets) and let + be a vector of beliefs (distributions on the nodes in each information set). Following Kreps and Wilson [19], we call (+, ?) an assessment, and it is a consistent assessment if there is a sequence of strictly positive behavioral strategies converging to ?, such that the conditional distributions they induce on the information sets converge to +. 14 To understand the implications of the requirement, let us consider a few examples. In Fig. 4, (I plays left, II randomizes 13&23) consistency of the assessment requires player III's beliefs to be (13, 23), because that would be the 13



The interested reader may wish to consult Aumann [4], Binmore [9], Basu [7], Ben Porath [8], and Reny [2426] for discussions and controversies surrounding sequential rationality. 14 And (+, ?) is a sequential equilibrium if in addition every move to which ? assigns positive probability is payoff maximizing given the belief which + induces on the relevant information set and the probabilities which ? assigns to all the other moves.
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Figure 4



conditional probability on III's information set, if I assigned any positive probability to playing right. In Fig. 5, if ; i denotes the weight, on the right node in player i 's information set, then (1&; 1 ) 2 ; 2 ; 3 =; 21(1&; 2 )(1&; 3 ). 15 In Fig. 6 (due to Kreps and Ramey [18]), the only restriction consistency places on the assessment is that :=0. 16 This last example has been the source of much controversy. In our view, this controversy is entirely the result of a misunderstanding and so we relegate its discussion to an appendix. (See Appendix A). 3.3. Assessment by an Observer We propose to interpret the KrepsWilson assessment (+, ?) as reflecting the point of view of an observer: ? represents his assessment of the likelihood of the different choices at any information set, while + represents his assessment of the relative likelihoods among the various nodes in any such set. With this interpretation, it is natural to consider (+, ?) not as a primitive object but rather as being derived from the observer's assessment of the strategies employed by the players. Our primitive object then is the observer's assessment. It is represented by a relative probability space ( \, 0), together with n surjective random 15



This follows from the fact that when all moves are taken with positive probability, Bayes' rule yields [ ; 2 (1&; 2 )][ ; 3 (1&; 3 )]=[ ; 1 (1&; 1 )] 2. 16 To see this, consider a sequence of completely mixed strategies converging to RR, i.e. both players I and II playing right. The relative probability of LL to both LR and RL must converge to zero, so that : must be zero. Moreover, the sequence can be chosen so that the relative probability of LR to RL converges to any value whatsoever.
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Figure 5



variables s i : 0  S i , i=1, 2, ..., n, indicating the players' strategic choices, where S i denotes player i 's set of pure strategies. Note that the surjectivity of the s i 's does not imply that the observer assigns every strategy positive probability. Rather, it merely assures that the observer can assess the relative probabilities of any two strategies in S#S 1 _ } } } _S n , even those having prior probability zero. To see how the observer's assessment induces beliefs and behavioral strategies on the tree, consider first any two endpoints, e and e$. The induced relative probability of e to e$ is \([e], [e$]), where [e] denotes



Figure 6
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the event that s results in the endpoint e. Hence, \ also induces relative probabilities on all nodes in the tree since every node can be identified with the endpoints that follow it. In particular one obtains conditional probabilities on all the information sets. Similarly, \ determines conditional probabilities on the moves: ?(x, m)=\([endpoints following node x and move m], [endpoints following node x]). When these conditional probabilities are identical for all nodes, x, within the same information set, i.e., ?(x, m)=?(m), we say that \ induces the behavioral strategy ?. If in addition the conditionals on the information sets induced by \ agree with the beliefs +, then we say that \ induces the assessment (+, ?). Our concern is to derive conditions under which \ not only induces an assessment, but under which it induces a consistent assessment. The following lemma provides some preliminary results along these lines. Lemma 3.1. (i) If the s i are weakly independent with respect to ( \, 0), then \ induces an assessment (+, ?) on the tree. (ii) If the s i are strongly independent with respect to (\, 0), then \ induces a consistent assessment (+, ?) on the tree. Proof. (i) It must be shown that ?(x, m)#\([endpoints following node x and move m], [endpoints following node x]) is the same for all x in the same information set. But by perfect recall, different x within an information set differ only by the moves of players other than the one choosing m. So, by weak independence of the s i 's, ?(x, m) does not depend on x. (ii) The strong independence of the s i 's implies, by Lemma 2.8, that the distribution $ of s on S satisfies $(s, s$)=lim n



p n(s) p n(s$)



for some sequence [ p n ] of positive product probabilities on S. The claim that \ induces a consistent assessment amounts to saying that the relative probability which \ (or, equivalently $) induces on the tree can be approximated by a sequence [? m ] of positive behavioral strategies. But Kuhn's [20] theorem says that because the game has perfect recall, any distribution on the endpoints obtained from independent (positive) probabilities on the S i (mixed strategies) can also be obtained from
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Figure 7



independent (positive) probabilities on the players' moves (behavioral strategies). K In all our previous examples, weak independence of the s i 's guaranteed that the assessment induced by \ was consistent. However, this is not generally the case. 17, 18 In the game of Fig. 7, players I and II each simultaneously choose left, middle or right and III is put on the move only if I and II fail to coordinate. Player III's choices are irrelevant as are the players' payoffs. The letters : i , ; i , # i represent the beliefs held by III at each of his information sets. Consider the relative probability \ on S 1 _S 2 derived from the example of Fig. 1 in Section 2.3, where S 1 =[L, M, R] and S 2 =[l, m, r] play the roles of X=[x, x$, x"] and Y=[ y, y$, y"], respectively, and s 1 =x and s 2 =y. As noted there, s 1 and s 2 are weakly independent. However, the assessment \ induces on the tree, namely ?(L)=1, ?(l )=1, : 1 =; 1 =# 1 =23, is not consistent. In fact, we have already seen this, but we shall repeat the argument in the context of the tree.



17



Thus, Fudenberg and Tirole's [16] Proposition 6.1 is incorrect. Battigalli [6] shows that in games with observable deviators, weak independence suffices for consistency. 18
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If the assessment were consistent there would be a sequence [ p n ] of positive product probabilities on player I and II's joint pure strategy set satisfying p n(L) p n(m) p n(M) p n(l )  : 1 : 2 =2, p n(M) p n(r) p n(R) p n(m)  ; 1 ; 2 =2, and p n(R) p n(l ) p n(L) p n(r)  # 1 # 2 =2. But this would imply that p n(M) p n(r) p n(L) p n(m) p n(R) p n(l) } }  2 } 2 } 2=8, p n(R) p n(m) p n(M) p n(l ) p n(r) p n(L) which is clearly impossible since the left-hand side expression is equal to one for every n. 19 3.4. A Characterization of Consistency Our main game-theoretic result is described by the theorem below. The proof is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.13 and Lemma 3.1. Theorem 3.2. Consider a game tree (extensive game with perfect recall ). Let ( \, 0) be a relative probability space and let the n surjective random variables s i : 0  S i indicate the players' strategic choices. Then \ induces a consistent assessment if: For every T=1, 2, ... there are random variables s t =(s t1 , ..., s tn ), t=1, ..., T, defined on some common relative probability space such that (i)



the distribution of each s t coincides with that of s,



(ii) the collection of random vectors [(s t1 , ..., s tn )] Tt=1 is coordinate-wise exchangeable, and (iii)



the random variables s 1, ..., s T are weakly independent.



Remark 8. As the theorem shows, it is not necessary to assume directly that for every t, the random variables s t1 , ..., s tn are weakly independent. This is a consequence of (ii) and (iii). In particular, the weak independence of the s i 's themselves is a consequence of the theorem. 19 One might hope nonetheless that any sequentially rational outcome that is ruled out by consistency would also be ruled out by imposing only weak independence. An example provided in Appendix B shows that this too is not the case.
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3.5. The Interpretation The content of Theorem 3.2 is this: if an observer's assessment of the players' strategies satisfies a number of conditions, then it induces behavioral strategies and beliefs on the tree which form a consistent assessment in the sense of Kreps and Wilson [19]. We now propose an interpretation of these conditions. The first condition is that the observer can imagine the play of the game not as a unique occurrence, but rather as an occurrence which potentially can be observed many times, in many separate ``rooms,'' say. The second condition is an extension of the first. It says that player I, say, in one room is indistinguishable from player I in any other room, even conditional upon the choices made by other players-in those rooms. We interpret these first two conditions as capturing a fundamental property of noncooperative games, namely that no player's strategy choice affects any other player's choice. To see this most clearly, consider an observer's ordinary probability assessment over the joint outcome of two coins, a penny and a dime, say. How does one capture the idea that from the observer's point of view, the outcome of one coin does not affect the outcome of the other? Note first that this cannot be captured by the observer's joint probability assessment alone. Indeed, as Aumann [2] has pointed out, the observer's assessment over the joint outcome of the coins is not restricted in any way even if he holds the view that neither coin's outcome affects the other's. 20 In particular, there is no reason to expect that the observer's assessment of the coins renders them independent. How then does one capture the idea that neither coin affects the other? In our view, one must consider sequences of coin tosses. Let Ht denote the outcome of heads for the penny and tails for the dime on a simultaneous toss of the coins (i.e., a double-toss). In order for the observer to believe that neither coin's outcome affects the other's, he would have to assign the same probability to the sequence (Ht, Th) as he assigns to the sequence (Hh, Tt). Indeed, the probability he assigns to any sequence of double-toss outcomes of any length can depend only on the number of heads realized by the penny and by the dime. The order in which they appear in the sequence cannot matter. That is, in order to capture the idea that the coins do not affect one another, the observer's probability distribution over their joint outcome must be extendable to one which is coordinate-wise exchangeable over any number of double-tosses. But this is precisely the 20 For example, even the assessment assigning probability one half each to both coins coming up heads or both coming up tails is consistent with this view. For the observer might believe with equal probability that either the two coins have heads on both sides or they have tails on both sides. In either case, neither coin affects the other.
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requirement expressed in (i) and (ii) for the observer's relative probability assessment over the players' strategy choices. Thus, (i) and (ii) do indeed merely express the idea that in the original game no player's strategy choice affects any other player's choice. 21 We are therefore naturally led to having the observer imagine the game being played in many separate ``rooms'' and forming a relative probability assessment over the joint outcome satisfying (i) and (ii). The third condition requires that the observer's assessment of the play in one room would be unaffected by the observation of the play in any other room. The intuitive justification for this assumption is that we are interested not in the assessment of a naive observer, but rather in the assessment of an observer with ``infinite experience.'' And because (by exchangeability) the rooms are viewed as being indistinguishable, such an observer would not change his assessment in light of yet another observation. The justification for the last condition is not entirely satisfactory. For ordinary probabilities, deFinetti's Theorem [14] may be interpreted as saying that independence is a consequence of infinite experience. (deFinetti's Theorem says that an infinite sequence of exchangeable random variables must be a mixture of i.i.d. sequences). But for relative probabilities, no analog of deFinetti's Theorem is known, and so the analogous interpretation is not fully justified. Of course, it would be very useful to know if a version of deFinetti's Theorem is valid in the case of relative probabilities. Despite our misgivings regarding the last condition, we are nonetheless led to the following interpretation: If an observer's relative probability assessment on the normal form of a non-cooperative game reflects ``infinite experience'' then it must induce on the tree a consistent assessment in the sense of Kreps and Wilson [19].



4. APPROXIMATE SOLUTIONS OF LINEAR SYSTEMS Recall that a linear system of equations m



: a ji x i =b j , j=1, ..., k



(4.1)



i=1



admits a solution if and only if it contains no inherent contradiction. This characterization remains valid even when the b j 's are allowed to take on 21 Hence, unlike Batigalli [5, 6] and Hammond [17], we do not consider weak independence of the si 's to be a primitive concept. It does not follow from the basic premise that one player's strategy choice does not affect any other player's choice.
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infinite values (i.e., \), provided we only seek an approximate solution, i.e., a sequence x n satisfying m



lim : a ji x ni =b j , j=1, ..., k.



n



i=1



Lemma 4.1. The system of equations (4.1), with some of the b j 's possibly infinite, has an approximate solution if and only if the following holds: whenever a linear combination of some of the left-hand sides eliminates all the variables, then the same linear combination of the corresponding right-hand sides, if well defined, 22 yields zero. Proof. That the condition is necessary is obvious: denoting : j #(a ji ) i and x#(x i ), if lim n   : j x n =b j (\ j ) and  j p j b j is well defined then lim n    j p j : j x n = j p j b j . Consequently, if  p j : j =0 then  j p j b j =0. Let us now show that the condition is also sufficient. Assume then that (4.1) has no approximate solution; then for some M>0, there is no solution to the system of inequalities : j x=b j



(b j finite)



: j xM



(b j =)



: j x&M



(b j =&).



By the fundamental theorem of linear inequalities (FourierGauss elimination, or Farkas' Lemma), there exists a vector p=( p j ), such that  j p j : j =0, : j : bj finite



pj b j+ : j : bj =



p j M&



:



p j M>0,



j : bj =&



and p j 0 when b j = and p j 0 when b j =&. Replacing M by  we see that  j p j b j is well defined 23 and positive. Corollary 4.2. If all the a ji appearing in (4.1) are rational numbers, then Lemma 4.1 holds even with the linear combinations restricted to having integer coefficients. 22 We adopt the obvious conventions: if a>0 then a } = and a(&)=& ; +=, etc. For an expression to be ill defined it must either involve the addition of + and &, or the multiplication of 0 and . (We need the qualifier ``some'' in the Lemma because otherwise, any linear combination which did not include all the infinite b j 's, would automatically have to be viewed as ill defined (it would involve 0 } ).) 23 Because of the signs of the p j , we know that  j p j b j does not involve &; to ensure that it does not involve 0 } , we take the sum only over those j for which p j {0.
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Proof. Since FourierGauss elimination involves only field operations, the vector p above can be obtained from the a ji by means of addition, subtraction, division, and multiplication. K Remark 9. The lemma and its corollary remain valid even when ``approxn imate solution'' is interpreted as a sequence x n satisfying  m i=1 a ji x i =b j for m n those j's for which the b j are finite, and lim n    j=1 a ji x j =b j for the other j's. (The proof of the Lemma, in fact, has already demonstrated this.) Consider now the finite system of equations in (4.2) below, where, for m=1, ..., k, the r m 's are fixed real numbers and the I m , J m denote subsets of a finite set, I. 24 > i # Im x i > i # Jm x i



=r m ,



m=1, ..., k



(4.2)



When the r m 's are strictly positive, (4.2) has a positive solution if and only if the following holds: whenever one multiplies together any number of the left-hand sides of (4.2) or their reciprocals so that all of the variables cancel, then the same operation on the right-hand sides yields 1. Again, this characterization remains valid even when the r m 's are allowed to be zero or +, so long as only approximate solutions are desired. Call a sequence, (x n ), of strictly positive vectors a positive approximate solution to (4.2) if the left-hand sides of (4.2), when evaluated at x n, converge to the right-hand sides as n tends to infinity. Since taking logs of both sides of (4.2) yields a linear system with integer coefficients, the following result is an immediate consequence of Corollary 4.2. Corollary 4.3. If each r m in (4.2) is non-negative or +, then (4.2) has a positive approximate solution if and only if the following holds: whenever any number of the left-hand sides of (4.2) or their reciprocals are multiplied together so that all of the variables cancel, then the same operation on the corresponding right-hand sides of (4.2), if well defined, 25 yields 1.



5. PROOFS Proof of Lemma 2.4. Let f be a bijection from [1, ..., n] onto y(0)_ } } } _z(0). Consequently, i=1, ..., n indexes the set of values taken 24



We allow the possibility that I m , say, is empty in which case > i # Im x i => i # < x i #1. Again, we adopt the obvious conventions, e.g., for a>0, a0= and a=0. The expressions 00,  and 0 }  are not defined. 25
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on by the random vector (y, ..., z), and each f (i) is of the form ( y, ..., z) for some values y, ..., z taken on by y, ..., z. For each i let A i =[| # 0 | x(|)=x, (y(|), ..., z(|))= f (i)] B i =[| # 0 | x(|)=x$, (y(|), ..., z(|))= f (i)]. Consequently, the A i 's are mutually disjoint, the B i 's are mutually disjoint, and n



[x]= . A i i=1 n



[x$]= . B i . i=1



According to the statement of the lemma, we must show that for all i



\



+



\ . A j , . B j =\(A i , B i )



(5.1)



Now, by weak independence, \(A i , B i ) is constant and equal to :, say, for all i. Therefore, because (5.1) is equivalent to \( B j ,  A j )=\(B i , A i ) for all i, we may assume without loss of generality that : is finite. The result now follows from the string of equalities



\



+



n



\



+ = : \(A , B ) \ B , . B \ + = : :\ B , . B \ + =:\ . B , . B =:, \ +



\ . Aj , . Bj = : \ Ak , . Bj k=1



j



n



k



k



k



j



j



k=1 n



k



j



j



k=1



j



j



j



j



where, referring to Definition 2.1, the first and fourth equalities follow from (iii) of that definition, the second equality from (iv) and the fifth equality from (ii). (Note that each of the products in the second summation is welldefined since : is finite and \(B k ,  j B j )1 for each k, the latter inequality following from (ii), (iii) and (iv) of Definition 2.1 which imply that \(C, D)1 whenever C/D.) K
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Before giving the proof of Lemma 2.8, we introduce a preliminary result. Lemma 5.1. Consider a relative probability space ( \, 0). Let A be a field of subsets of 0, and let [ p n ] be an approximation of \ on (0, A). 26 Then there is an extension of p n , p^ n , defined on all subsets of 0, such that [ p^ n ] is an approximation of \ on (0, 2 0 ). Proof. Partition 0 into sets 0 i i=1, ..., k of decreasing orders of magnitude according to \. Thus, \(|, |$)=0 if and only if | # 0 i , |$ # 0 j and i> j. Let & i denote the positive probability on 0 i determined by \. Thus, & i (|)& i (|$)=\(|, |$) for all |, |$ # 0 i . Let A(|) denote the smallest set in A containing |, and let A(|) denote those members of A(|) of highest order of magnitude according to \. Note that each A(|) is contained in some 0 i . Define [ ; n ], a sequence of positive measures on 0, in the following steps. Step 1. If | # A(|)0 i , then let ; n(|)=



p n(A(|)) & i (|) ,  w$ # A(|) & i (|$)



for all n.



Step 2. Whenever possible, for each i fix some | i # 0 i such that [ ; n(| i )] has been defined in Step 1. For each such i, if | # 0 i has not been defined in Step 1, then let ; n(|)=; n(| i )



& i (|) , & i (| i )



for all n.



Step 3. Note that if [ ; n ] has not yet been defined for | # 0 i , it has not yet been defined for any member of 0 i . It is now straightforward to complete the definition of [ ; n ] so that for any 0 i on which it is not defined in Steps 1 and 2, we have ; n(|); n(|$)  \(|, |$), for every | # 0 i and |$ # 0. Note that by construction, for | # A(|)0 i and |$ # A(|$)0 j , we have ; n(|); n(|$)  & i (|)& i (|$) if i= j, while ; n(|); n(|$)  0 if i> j. With these observations, it is straightforward to show that ; n(|)  \(|, |$), ; n(|$) 26



for every



|, |$ # 0.



i.e. \(A, B)=lim p n (A)p n(B) for all A, B # A.
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Of course, ; n , although positive, needn't satisfy ; n(0)=1, so that it does not qualify as an approximation of \. However, for every |, lim



; n(A(|)) p n(A(|)) ; n(A(|)) =lim =lim =1, p n(A(|)) p n(A(|)) p n(A(|))



(5.3)



where the first equality follows from (5.2) and the second by the definition of [ ; n ]. So, for each n, define the positive probability measure, p^ n , on 0 as p^ n(|)=



; n(|) p n(A(|)). ; n(A(|))



Consequently, p^ n(A(|))= p n(A(|)) for every | # 0, so that p^ n is an extension of p n , and by (5.3) and (5.2) [ p n ] approximates \. K Proof of Lemma 2.8. If x, y, ..., z are strongly independent and [ p n ] is the approximating sequence, then it suffices to let q n be the (joint) distribution of w=(x, y, ..., z) under p n for each n. Since the range of x is X, of y is Y, ..., of z is Z, and they are independent with respect to ( p n , 0) where p n is strictly positive, the range of w must be X_Y_ } } } _Z. Conversely, suppose that each q n is a product probability on W= X_Y_ } } } _Z, the range of w, and that [q n ] approximates $, the distribution of w. Then, p n(A)#q n(w(A)),



for all A # A,



approximates \ on (0, A), where A is the field of inverse images under w. (Note that because the range of w is W, p n(0)=q n(W )=1). Since q n is a product probability on X_Y_ } } } _Z, we have p n[x, y, ..., z]=q n(x, y, ..., z) =q n(x) q n( y) } } } q n(z) = p n[x] p n[ y] } } } p n[z]. So the proof will be completed once we show that for all n, the definition of p n can be extended to all subsets of 0 in such a manner that [ p n ] approximates \ on (0, 2 0 ). But this follows from Lemma 5.1. K Proof of Theorem 2.10. The condition is necessary because it is satisfied by any positive product probability on W=X_Y_ } } } _Z and it is preserved in going to the limit. To see that the condition is also sufficient, let us proceed as follows: according to Lemma 2.8, for x, y, ..., z to be strongly independent, it suffices
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to show that there is a positive approximate solution to the system of equations (in p # R |X| + |Y| + } } } + |Z| ), p X (x) p Y ( y) } } } p Z(z) =\([x, y, ..., z], [x$, y$, ..., z$]), p X (x$) p Y ( y$) } } } p Z(z$)



(5.4)



where w=(x, y, ..., z) and w$=(x$, y$, ..., z$) range over all of W. 27 By Corollary 4.3, such a solution exists if whenever any number of the left-hand sides of (5.4) are multiplied together so that all the variables cancel, then the same operation on the corresponding right-hand sides of (5.4), if well defined, yields 1. 28 To keep the notation manageable, assume then that all the variables cancel by multiplying together the three equations for the pairs of points in W, (u, u$), (v, v$) and (w, w$). We must show that the product of the right-hand sides of these equations, if well defined, equals 1. But the cancellation of the variables simply means that any coordinate of u, v or w is also a coordinate of u$, v$ or w$ (and vice versa). Thus (u, u$), (v, v$), (w, w$) is a cycle. By the assumption, \([u], [u$]) \([v], [v$]) \([w], [w$]), if well defined, must be equal to 1. But this is precisely the product of the right-hand sides. K



6. A FINITE CHARACTERIZATION OF CONSISTENCY As a practical matter, it is often quite difficult to check in specific applications whether or not a given assessment is consistent. This difficulty arises because until recently there was no known finite procedure to perform this task. The purpose of this section is to employ the basic result expressed in Lemma 4.1 and provide another such procedure which is perhaps the simplest and most direct to date. 29 Specifically, we prove the following. 27 We do not require the equations  x # X p X (x)= y # Y p Y ( y)= } } } = z # Z p Z(z)=1 because they follow from (5.4) by a renormalization, if necessary. 28 Corollary 4.3 requires that we consider not only the left-hand sides but also their reciprocals. But for the system (5.4) this is unnecessary, because the reciprocal of any left-hand side (say, corresponding to the pair (w, w$)) is itself a left-hand side (corresponding to (w$, w)). 29 The procedure implicit in Blume and Zame's [11] work is based on the more sophisticated TarskiSeidenberg Theorem. Since the equations involved in checking consistency are of a particularly simple form, the full force of this more general procedure is unnecessary here. Azhar, McLennan, and Reif [1] consider algorithms for computing sequential equilibria rather than merely consistent assessments.
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Proposition 6.1. For any finite extensive-form game there is a finite system of polynomial equations in the beliefs, +, and behavior strategies, ?, such that (+, ?) is consistent if and only if it satisfies these equations. Moreover, the finite algorithm described below provides this system of equations. Remark 10. A consequence of the Proposition is that a game's set of sequential equilibria is the set of solutions to a system of polynomial inequalities.30 Proof. We begin by reconsidering the linear system Ax=b of Lemma 4.1. It might appear that a finite procedure for determining whether the linear system possesses an approximate solution is to obtain a basis for the kernel of A (i.e., the set of p's such that pA=0), and check that for each p in the basis,  pm {0 p m b m , if well defined is zero. But this is incorrect, since it might well be that for, say, two members of this basis, both  pm {0 p m b m and  p$m {0 p$m b m are not well defined, yet for some :, ; # R,  (:pm +;p$m ){0 (:p m +;p$m ) b m is well defined and not zero. To take care of this difficulty, note the following: for any vector b, the set of p such that pA=0 and  pm {0 p m b m is well defined constitutes the union of two cones, K#[ p : pA=0 and p m 0 if b m =, p m 0 if b m =&], and &K. Since there are but finitely many coordinates in which + or & can occur in b, and since A is fixed, there are finitely many such cones. Each is generated by finitely many extreme directions. The collection of all these extreme directions, q, provides then a finite test. Indeed, if for some b, the sum  qm {0 q m b m is either zero or ill defined for all the extreme q, then it must be zero for those q corresponding to the K and &K above, and hence must be zero for all p in K and &K, i.e., for all p for which pA=0 and  pm {0 p m b m is well defined. Consider now the following multiplicative system of equations, where : m , ; m are finite nonnegative numbers and I m , J m are finite sets of indices. > i # Im x i > i # Jm x i



=



:m , ;m



m=1, 2, ..., M.



(6.1)



Note that the right-hand side of (6.1) may sometimes contain the illdefined expression 00 . Consequently, by a positive approximate solution to (6.1) we mean a positive sequence [x n ] which, when substituted into the 30 This also follows from the work of Blume and Zame [11] and Azhar, McLennan and Reif [1].
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left-hand side of (6.1), yields, in the limit, the right-hand side value for every m for which : m ; m { 00 . Note that with this understanding, the characterization given by Corollary 4.3 remains valid. Moreover, by taking logs in (6.1) one obtains a linear system so that by our previous analysis of the linear system we have the following. There is a finite collection of vectors p such that the system (6.1) possesses a positive approximate solution if and only if for every such p the product > pm {0 (: m ; m ) pm, if well defined, is equal to one. Moreover, since when linearized, (6.1) produces an integer coefficient matrix, each of these finitely many vectors p (the extreme vectors of the convex cones produced in the linear case) can be chosen so that it has integer components. Finally, note that to say that > pm {0 (: m ; m ) pm, if well defined, equals one is equivalent to the condition | pm | | pm | = ` ; mpm ` : m . ` : mpm ` ; m pm >0



pm 


pm >0



(6.2)



pm 


Consequently, (6.1) has a positive approximate solution if and only if for each of the finitely many integer vectors p obtained above, the polynomial equation (6.2) is satisfied. 31 The proof is completed by noting that an assessment (+, ?) is consistent if and only if the following system in the variables [x m ] all moves m , a special case of (6.1), has a positive approximate solution, where m runs over all moves, and k and j run over all pairs of nodes in the same information set. > moves m on the path to node } x m > moves m on the path to node j x m



=



+k +j



x m =? m



K



Remark 11. The proof of Proposition 6.1 shows that any restriction on assessments imposed by consistency would necessarily be satisfied if the behavioral strategy were completely mixed and the beliefs at each information set were obtained through Bayes' rule. Note however, that although there are finitely many information sets, and so finitely many Bayes' rule equations to check when the strategy is completely mixed, the products of arbitrary powers of these equations also yield necessary conditions for consistency. And when these products of powers of Bayes' rule equations allow the cancellation of one or more variables which appear on both sides, the new equation may well be an independent restriction when the strategy 31 So, for this finite test, the maximum number of left-hand sides of (6.1) multiplied together so that all variables cancel is max  m | p m |, where the maximum is taken over all integer vectors p in the finite test. Consequently, the number of pairs of points comprising a cycle in the statement of Theorem 2.10 can be similarly bounded.
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Figure 8



is not completely mixed. But there are, of course, infinitely many ways of forming products of powers of the original Bayes' rule equations. According to Proposition 6.1, a finite number of these suffice for checking consistency. For example, in the extensive form of Fig. 8 below, the algorithm described in the proof of Proposition 6.1 produces the following three polynomial equations, where : i denotes the weight on the right point in player i 's information set (i=2, 3). ?(R)(1&: 3 )=?(L) ?(r) : 3 , ?(L) : 2 =?(R) ?(l $)(1&: 2 ), : 2(1&: 3 )=?(r) ?(l$) : 3(1&: 2 ). The first two are just the usual ``Bayes' rule'' conditions. The third, however, is not, although it can be obtained by multiplying the first two conditions together and cancelling ?(R) ?(L) from both sides. Moreover, it is an independent restriction when ?(L)=?(R)=0, since in this case the first two equations are satisfied regardless of the values in the remaining part of the assessment. According to Proposition 6.1, an assessment for Fig. 8 is consistent if and only if it satisfies all three polynomial equations.



APPENDIX A: STRUCTURAL CONSISTENCY The fundamental restriction imposed by Kreps and Wilson [19] was that of ``structural consistency.'' The idea is that observation of a zeroprobability event, e.g. III's information set in the example of Fig. 6, must trigger a reevaluation of the original assessment such that the new assessment
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assigns positive probability to the event. Structural consistency requires that the original assessment be consistent with such a reevaluation. The main point of Kreps and Ramey [18] is that ``consistency'' and ``structural consistency'' may be at odds with one another. Indeed, the consistent assessment whose behavioral strategy is indicated by the arrows in Fig. 6 and whose beliefs are :=0, and ;=#=12 is not structurally consistent since these beliefs cannot be derived as the conditional of an independent distribution on I and II's strategies giving III's information set positive probability. 32 Their conclusion is that ``consistency'' must be a flawed concept. In our view, the opposite is the case. It is structural consistency which is flawed since it is based upon the presumption that beliefs which exhibit posterior correlation are incompatible with prior independence. However, it has been long understood that conditioning on zero-probability events may give rise to correlation between two random variables even when originally they were independent. For example, suppose that x and y are independent random variables each uniformly distributed over the unit interval. Then for almost every z # [0, 1], the conditional probability & given the event [min(x, y)=z], exhibits correlation. 33 Indeed, &[x{z, y{z]=0, and &[x=z, y{z]= &[x{z, y=z]=12, with each of these probabilities being uniquely determined despite the prior zero probability of the conditioning event. Finally, note how these conditional probabilities correspond exactly to III's beliefs above when right by I (II) is identified with the event [x{z]([y{z]) and left with [x=z]([y=z]). Since the unconditional distributions of x and y are clearly independent, this leaves no doubt that III's beliefs (being identical to the conditional &) respect the independence of the choices of I and II.



APPENDIX B: AN EXAMPLE The example to follow provides a sequentially rational assessment that is induced by a relative probability space together with n weakly independent random variables indicating the players' strategic choices. However, the resulting outcome is not a sequential equilibrium outcome. The extensive form game in Fig. 9 below builds on Fig. 7 from the main text. Note that in any consistent assessment, it must be the case that 32



Recall that the only restriction for consistency is that :=0, so this assessent is consistent. However, any reassessment that gives positive probability to both ; and # must necessarily give positive weight to :. 33 Formally, let F denote the sigma-field generated by the random variable min(x, y). The above statements hold for any regular conditional probability &, given F. Under the conditions of the example, the existence of a regular conditional probability is assured.
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Figure 9



: 1 ; 1 # 1 =: 2 ; 2 # 2 . To see this, let [: =1 , ; =1 , # =1 ] be the sequence of beliefs induced by a sequence of independent trembles. Consistency requires : =1  : 1 , ; =1  ; 1 and # =1  # 1 . But recall from the discussion in Section 3.3 that (: =1 : =2 ) } ( ; =1 ; =2 ) } (# =1 # =2 ) is equal to one for every =. Consequently, : =1 ; =1 # =1 =: =2 ; =2 # =2 for every = so that the equality must also hold in the limit. Consider now the assessment in which at every information set the player there chooses left with probability one, and III's beliefs are : 1 =; 1 =# 1 =23 and ; 2 =13. Since in this case : 1 ; 1 # 1 >: 2 ; 2 # 2 , this assessment is not consistent. On the other hand, it is easily seen to be sequentially rational and it yields the outcome (1, 1, 1). In addition this assessment is induced by a relative probability \ on S, the joint strategy space, together with the weakly independent random variables s i i=1, 2, 3, defined by s i (s)=s i for every s # S. To construct \, fix '>0 and replace = i with ' i in the matrix of Fig. 1 in Section 2.3, and add the row (' 5, ' 6, ' 7 ). This new row corresponds to I's choice here of M$. The first, second and third rows (columns) correspond to I's (II's) choice of L(l ), M(m), and R(r), respectively. By considering the limits of ratios of entries as '  0, this yields a relative probability on I and II's joint strategies. To extend it to all of S, give weight 1 to each of III's
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choices of left and weight ' to each of III's choices of right. Then, for instance, the weight given to I and II choosing (L, m) and III choosing left at one information set and right at the other two would be the product (2') } 1 } ' } '=2' 3. The relative probability of pairs of points in S is then the limit as '  0 of the ratio of their weights. Finally, we demonstrate that (1, 1, 1) is not a sequential equilibrium outcome. In order that left be a best response for III at each information set, it must be the case that each of : 1 , ; 1 and # 1 is at least 23. But this yields : 1 ; 1 # 1 >: 2 ; 2 # 2 violating consistency. Hence, in any sequential equilibrium it is strictly best for III to choose right at some information set. But given this, in any sequential equilibrium in which II chooses left with probability 1 it cannot be sequentially rational for I to choose left.
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